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Elina Mereminskaya
Moderator: Jean Kalicki
Speakers: Andrew Clarke Anna Joubin-Bret Meg Kinnear Patience Okala

Janet Walker
Panel 10: Young Practitioners and our Future
Moderator: Yuet Min Foo
Speakers: Elizabeth Chan Julian Bordaçahar Arie Eernisse Elena Gutierrez Iuliana Lancu Jonathan Lim Belinda McRae Melissa Ordonez Nesreen Osman Naomi Tarawali Siddharth Thacker Nhu Hoang Tran Thang Roman Zykov

Panel 7: Regional Themes I: The Americas and Europe between Constitutionalism and Populism
Moderator: Francisco González de Cossío
Speakers: Julie Bédard Markus Burgstaller David Edward Eduardo Zuleta

Panel 11: New Frontiers I: Arbitration in the Digital Age
Moderator: Stephen Drymer
Speakers: Fabien Gélinas Ji En Lee Maxi Scherer Mimi Zou

Panel 12: New Frontiers II: The Subject Matters of the Disputes of Tomorrow
Moderator: Nigel Blackaby
Speakers: Ginta Ahrel Değer Boden Rodman Bundy Peter Cameron

Panel 13: Renaissance Arbitrator
Moderator: Elie Kleiman
Speakers: Abby Cohen Smutny Bruno Guandalini Janey L. Milligan Kathleen Paisley

Panel 14: Different Perspectives
Moderator: Alvaro Galindo
Speakers: Patrick Baeten Mariam Gotsiridze Lord Hodge

Panel 15: Great Debate on “A World Without Investment Arbitration?”
Moderator: Jan Kleinheisterkamp
Speakers: Carolyn Lamm Toby Landau

Closing address
Lord Carloway

REGISTER NOW!